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ABSTRACT

A method of protecting username/password (U/P) credentials operates on a client computer that cooperates with an anti-phishing scheme that generates a client warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing website issues a U/P request. At the client computer, a set of S fake U/P credentials is generated when the client warning is heeded, or a set of (S-1) fake U/P credentials are derived from a client-supplied U/P credential provided after the client warning is ignored. The client computer then transmits to the suspected phishing website one of (i) the set of S fake U/P credentials, and (ii) the client-supplied U/P credential along with the set of (S-1) fake U/P credentials.

36 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
FIG. 2

SUSPECTED WEB FORGERY

This page has been reported as a web forgery. Entering any personal information on this page could result in fraud or identity theft.

GET ME OUT OF HERE   IGNORE THIS WARNING
Another object of the present invention is to provide a client side method of protecting U/P credentials. 
Still another object of the present invention is to provide a method of protecting U/P credentials that operates automatically each time a phishing attack is suspected. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a method of protecting U/P credentials even if a user provides their U/P credential when prompted to do so by a phishing attack. 
Other objects and advantages of the present invention will become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and drawings. 
In accordance with the present invention, a method of protecting username/password credentials is provided. It is assumed that a client computer cooperates with an anti-phishing scheme that generates a client warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing website issues a username/password request. Then, at the client computer, a set of S fake username/password credentials are generated when the client warning is heed, or a set of (S-1) fake username/password credentials are derived from a client-supplied username/password credential provided after the client warning is ignored. The client computer then transmits to the suspected phishing website one of: (i) the set of S fake username/password credentials, and (ii) the client-supplied username/password credential along with the set of (S-1) fake username/password credentials. If the fake username/password credentials are correlated in accordance with a known rule, legitimate websites can apply the known rule to determine if failed login attempts are originating from phishers that received the fake username/password credentials. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent upon reference to the following description of the preferred embodiments and to the drawings, wherein corresponding reference characters indicate corresponding parts throughout the several views of the drawings and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a top-level schematic view of a username/password credential protection scheme operating on a client computer in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates a conventional notice presented on a client computer’s display screen when a phishing scheme has been detected;
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of multiple client computers being attacked by a phisher using a distributed network; and
FIG. 4 is a top-level schematic view of a stolen credential identification process in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings and more particularly to FIG. 1, a client computer implementing a username/password (U/P) protection scheme in accordance with the present invention is referenced by numeral 10. Client computer 10 can be any standalone computer (e.g., hand-held device such as a cell phone, laptop, desktop, main frame, etc.) or a single computer in a network of such computers that is able to receive requests for information from an outside (i.e., remotely-located) source. For purposes of the present invention, the outside source is a phishing scheme 100 that issues a U/P request to client computer 10 that is typically disguised so that it appears to be originating from a legitimate source. Although not a requirement of the present invention, phishing

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method of protecting username/password (U/P) credentials.
scheme 100 typically issues such disguised U/P requests over a distributed network such as the internet. As is known in the art, such disguised U/P requests can come in the form of an email or instant message. When the email/message is opened, a login screen prompts the client computer’s user to input their U/P credential on a screen view that mirrors that of a legitimate source.

The present invention assumes that client computer 10 is “protected” by one or more phishing detection schemes using one or more methods known in the art. The particular choice of phishing detection scheme(s) used and the implementation thereof are not part of, or limitations on, the present invention. For example, a variety of well-known phishing detection schemes are based on blacklist or heuristic techniques, while the implementation thereof can be routines running on or “in front of” client computer 10 or routines running as part of an internet web browser operating on client computer 10. Even though phishing detection schemes range from very good to nearly perfect in terms of phishing detection, they merely generate a warning notice for the user of client computer 10. The warning notice is generally displayed on client computer 10. For purpose of the present invention, it will be assumed that the generated warning notice appears with (e.g., overlaid or alongside) a U/P login screen falsely created by phishing scheme 100. It is further assumed that the warning notice requires some type of decision/response by the user of client computer 10. An exemplary warning notice that might be displayed on client computer 10 is illustrated in FIG. 2. Note that a user must select one of two responses in order to remove the warning notice. If the user decides to heed the warning, the user selects the “Get me out of here” button and the phishing login screen (not shown) is closed. If the user decides to ignore the warning, the user selects the appropriate button and the phishing login screen will be accessible to the user.

The novel process of the present invention is triggered automatically whenever the client computer’s cooperating phishing detection scheme classifies an incoming login page or U/P request as originating from a phisher. That is, the present invention is initiated regardless of a user’s decision to heed or ignore a phishing detection warning. Thus, the present invention operates to protect both careful users that heed such warnings, as well as less-careful users that ignore such warnings and might enter their valid U/P credential on a phishing login screen.

Referring again to FIG. 1, when the client computer’s cooperating phishing detection scheme determines that a U/P requesting login page is from a phisher, a warning notice (e.g., as shown in FIG. 2) is displayed and prompts the user for a decision at decision block 12. If the user ignores the warning and proceeds to phisher’s login screen, the present invention implements process steps 20 and 30. However, if the user heeds the warning, the present invention implements process steps 22 and 30.

In general, each of process steps 20 and 22 generates a number of bogus or fake U/P credentials that are transmitted at step 30 to phishing scheme 100. For the case where a user ignores the warning presented by phishing detection scheme 12, process step 20 intercepts the user-provided (and assumed to be valid for purpose of this description) U/P credential and uses it to generate (S-1) bogus or fake U/P credentials where the valid U/P credential serves as the base credential from which the (S-1) fake credentials are derived. A resulting set of U/P credentials includes the valid U/P credential and the (S-1) fake U/P credentials.

For the case where a user heeds the warning presented at decision block 12, process step 22 generates a set of S bogus or fake U/P credentials. The generation of S fake U/P credentials can be accomplished in a variety of ways without departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, an initial fake U/P credential could be created and (S-1) additional fake U/P credentials could be created therefrom (e.g., via a substitution rule as will be explained further below). In order to appear legitimate, the fake username should generally look like a real username (e.g., jane, carol, et al.) and not a set of randomly-generated letters/numbers since most people have usernames that do not comprise random characters.

Process step 30 transmits either resulting set of S U/P credentials back to the source of phishing scheme 100, e.g., a phisher’s website address. That is, for either the less-careful or careful user, the present invention transmits a total of S U/P credentials to the source of phishing scheme 100. Accordingly, the receiver (i.e., the phisher) of the set of S U/P credentials cannot tell if the set includes a valid user credential. Transmission of the U/P credentials can proceed “one at a time” over a span of time of just a few milliseconds. In the case where process step 20 is used to generate the set of (S-1) fake U/P credentials, process step 20 or 30 (or a separate process step) can randomly position or mix the user’s valid U/P credential in the (S-1) fake U/P credentials.

The value of S should be large enough to hinder or foil a phisher’s attempts to verify the U/P credentials. At the same time, the value of S cannot be too large as this will impose processing constraints and time delays on client computer 10. A number of statistical approaches can be used to determine a value of S that balances the above criteria for a given application. Applying such statistical analyses, it has been found that S should be equal to or greater than 3, while not needing to be greater than 10 for most applications, thereby minimizing effects on client computer 10.

As mentioned above, phishing attacks are generally implemented over a distributed network such as the internet. Accordingly, FIG. 3 illustrates a distributed network 200 over which multiple client computers 10 can communicate. Phishing scheme 100 is typically implemented by a phishing site 102 that issues its phishing attacks on client computers 10 via distributed network 200. Since such phishing attacks usually target multiple client computers 10, the generation/transmission of a set of S U/P credentials by each client computer 10 implementing the present invention will have an initial overwhelming effect on phishing site 102. Further, phishing site 102 cannot discern if any given set of S U/P credentials includes a valid U/P credential since the present invention transmits the same number of U/P credentials for users that heed or ignore the warning.

The generation of either (S-1) fake U/P credentials (at step 20) or S fake U/P credentials (at step 22) can utilize a simple substitution rule, although it is to be understood that other U/P credential generating rules could also be used without departing from the scope of the present invention. By way of non-limiting example, a substitution rule will be described herein as it will provide a correlated set of (S-1) or S fake U/P credentials. As will be explained further below, the advantage of producing correlated sets of U/P credentials is that a legitimate website could use this feature to determine when a phisher was attempting to gain access using U/P credentials originating from a user equipped with the present invention.

The exemplary substitution rule begins by deterministically computing an integer position “p” between 1 and the value of S as follows:

\[ p = \text{PRF}(\text{original username}) \mod S+1 \]
where k is a constant randomly chosen when the present invention is first installed or configured, "original username" is either a username entered as part of a valid U/P credential after a phishing warning is ignored or a fake username created at step 22 after a phishing warning is heeded, and

PRF is a secure pseudo random function. Note that the random function generation of "i" provides reasonable assurances that "i" will vary between occurrences of its determination.

Because this formula only securely hashes the original username, it is applicable both to websites that ask a user to submit a U/P credential pair at the same time, and to websites that require a user to first submit a username and then submit a password.

Next, the present invention identifies the first digit in the original username as the username replacement character, denoted as username-re. If the original username does not contain a digit, the first letter (upper or lower case) is identified as the username-re. Using the same method, the present invention identifies the password replacement character in the original username, denoted as password-re.

Then, for each integer position j from 1 to S inclusively where j-i, the present invention generates a bogus U/P credential pair by substituting both the username-re character and the password-re character in the original U/P credential pair using one of the following replacement methods:

(1) For the case of j-i<0: If the username-re (also for password-re) is a letter, this lower (or upper) case letter is replaced by another lower (or upper) case letter j-i places further down the alphabet, wrapped around if needed, i.e., 'z' is followed by 'a' (or 'A' is followed by 'A'); if username-re (also for password-re) is a digit, this digit is replaced by another digit j-i places further down the single digit sequence "0123456789" wrapped around if needed, i.e., '9' is followed by '0'.

(2) For the case of j-i<0: If the username-re (also for password-re) is a letter, this lower (or upper) case letter is replaced by another lower (or upper) case letter j-i places further up the alphabet, wrapped around if needed, i.e., 'a' is followed by 'z' (or 'A' is followed by 'Z'); if username-re (also password-re) is a digit, this digit is replaced by another digit j-i places further up the single digit sequence "0123456789", wrapped around if needed, i.e., '0' is followed by '9'.

The above-described substitution rule generates correlated sets of either (S-1) or S fake U/P credentials where the set of (S-1) fake U/P credentials are correlated to the valid U/P credential from which they were derived. In either case, a set of S U/P credentials is transmitted (i.e., at step 30 in FIG. 1) to the phisher. Based on the above described substitution rule, there are at most 2*(S-1) variations, i.e., down replacement would generate (S-1) variations and up replacement would generate (S-1) variations.

Using knowledge of the correlated-set-generating substitution rule and its own secure database of valid U/P credentials, a legitimate website can determine when a phisher is attempting to verify U/P credentials generated by the present invention. Note that if a phisher is lucky enough to choose a less careful user's valid U/P credential on the first attempt at gaining access to a legitimate website, this login attempt will succeed and the legitimate website cannot detect the fact that the valid U/P credential was stolen. However, for any failed login attempt by the phisher, the legitimate website (i.e., its computer) can implement the procedure illustrated in FIG. 4 which can be teamed with the above-described procedure to identify when U/P credentials are stolen.

The legitimate website's computer 50 receives a U/P submission from some unknown source such as the phisher who just collected a set of S U/P credentials (i.e., either S fake U/P credentials or (S-1) fake U/P credentials along with the valid U/P credential). Computer 50 incorporates or has access to a database 52 of legitimate U/P credentials associated with the various users of the legitimate website's services. Computer 50 is also provided with the details of the substitution rule used by the various client computers as described above.

In accordance with the present invention, computer 50 detects a failed login attempt caused by the U/P submission at block 60. At step 62, computer 50 uses the provided substitution rule to construct a set of derived or possible U/P credentials based upon the U/P submission that caused the failed login attempt. Next, at step 64, computer 50 compares each constructed/possible U/P credential with those in database 52. If there is a match with one of the legitimate U/P credentials, the chances are high that the U/P submission causing the failed login attempt was one generated by the present invention during a phishing attack as described above. If there is no match, the failed login generated by the U/P submission was most likely caused by an innocent error.

If the failure of a login attempt is caused by a phisher who is verifying any one of the S U/P credentials it received, the above-described procedure will readily determine if the U/P submission originated from the set of S U/P credentials. Since computer 50 uses the same substitution rule to construct derived U/P credentials based on the U/P submission and then looks for a matching U/P credential with those in database 52, the probability is very high that a match is indicative of U/P submission that originated from a phisher trying to verify S U/P credentials provided thereto by a client computer 10 as described above. The legitimate website can then implement security to thwart the phisher.

The advantages of the present invention are numerous. The present invention is a new client-side anti-phishing tool that automatically protects vulnerable users by injecting a relatively large number of bogus credentials into phishing sites. These bogus credentials hide victims' real credentials, and force phishers to verify their collected credentials at legitimate websites. The credential verification actions initiated by phishers, in turn, create opportunities for legitimate websites to detect stolen credentials in a timely manner. The generation of bogus/fake U/P credentials is transparent to users and can be seamlessly integrated with current phishing detection and warning mechanisms on web browsers.

Although the invention has been described relative to a specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations and modifications that will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that, within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifically described.

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent of the United States is:

1. A method of protecting username/password credentials, comprising the steps of:

   providing a client computer that cooperates with an anti-phishing scheme that generates a client warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing website issues a username/password request;

   generating, at the client computer, a set of S fake username/password credentials when said client warning is heeded;

   generating, at the client computer, a set of (S-1) fake username/password credentials derived from a client-
supplied username/password credential provided after
said client warning is ignored; and
transmitting from the client computer to the suspected
phishing website one of (i) said set of S fake username/
password credentials, and (ii) said client-supplied user-
name/password credential and said set of (S-1) fake
username/password credentials.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein each of said S
fake username/password credentials is unique, and wherein
said S fake username/password credentials are correlated to
one another.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein each of said
(S-1) fake username/password credentials is unique, and wherein
said (S-1) fake username/password credentials are correlated to
one another.

4. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the
step of randomly positioning said client-supplied username/
password within said set of (S-1) fake username/password
credentials prior to said step of transmitting.

5. A method according to claim 1, wherein S=10.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein S=2.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein said step of
generating said S fake username/password credentials comprises
the steps of:

creating a first of said S fake username/password credentials;
and
creating a remainder of said S fake username/password
credentials by sequential applications of a substitution
rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses
said first of said S fake username/password credentials.

8. A method according to claim 1, wherein said step of
generating said (S-1) fake username/password credentials includes sequential applications of a substitution rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said client-supplied username/password credential.

9. A method of protecting username/password credentials,
comprising the steps of:

providing a client computer with an internet web browser
having at least one anti-phishing scheme operating therein, wherein each said scheme generates a client
warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing
website issues a username/password request;
generating, at the client computer, a set of S fake username/
password credentials when client warning is heeded, wherein 3<=S<=10;
generating, at the client computer, a set of (S-1) fake
username/password credentials derived from a client-
supplied username/password credential provided after said client warning is ignored;

randomly positioning said client-supplied username/password
within said set of (S-1) fake username/password credentials; and
transmitting from the client computer to the suspected
phishing website one of (i) said set of S fake username/
password credentials, and (ii) said set of (S-1) fake
username/password credentials with said client-supplied
username/password credential positioned therein.

10. A method according to claim 9, wherein each of said S
fake username/password credentials is unique, and wherein
said S fake username/password credentials are correlated to
one another.

11. A method according to claim 9, wherein each of said
(S-1) fake username/password credentials is unique, and wherein
said (S-1) fake username/password credentials are correlated to
one another.

12. A method according to claim 9, wherein said step of
generating said S fake username/password credentials comprises
the steps of:

creating a first of said S fake username/password credentials;
and
creating a remainder of said S fake username/password
credentials by sequential applications of a substitution
rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses
said first of said S fake username/password credentials.

13. A method according to claim 9, wherein said step of
generating said (S-1) fake username/password credentials includes sequential applications of a substitution rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said client-supplied username/password credential.

14. A method of protecting username/password credentials,
comprising the steps of:

providing a client computer with an internet web browser
having at least one anti-phishing scheme operating therein, wherein each said scheme generates a client
warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing
website issues a username/password request, and wherein said client warning requires a selection of one of a
first response that heeds said client warning and a
second response that ignores said client warning;
generating, at the client computer, a correlated set of S fake
username/password credentials when said first response is
selected, wherein said correlated set of S fake username/
password credentials is based on a rule;
generating, at the client computer, a correlated set of (S-1)
fake username/password credentials derived from a client-
supplied username/password credential provided after said second response is selected, wherein said
correlated set of (S-1) fake username/password credentials is
based on said rule; and
transmitting from the client computer to the suspected
phishing website one of (i) said correlated set of S fake
username/password credentials, and (ii) said client-supplied
username/password credential and said correlated set of (S-1) fake username/password credentials.

15. A method according to claim 14, further comprising the
step of randomly positioning said client-supplied username/
password within said (S-1) fake username/password credentials prior to said step of transmitting.

16. A method according to claim 14, wherein S=10.

17. A method according to claim 14, wherein S=2.

18. A method according to claim 14, wherein said step of
generating said S fake username/password credentials comprises
the steps of:

creating a first of said S fake username/password credentials;
and
creating a remainder of said S fake username/password
credentials by sequential applications of said rule
wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said
first of said S fake username/password credentials.

19. A method according to claim 14, wherein said step of
generating said (S-1) fake username/password credentials includes sequential applications of said rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said client-supplied username/password credential.

20. A method according to claim 14, further comprising the
steps of:

providing a computer with said rule, the computer maintain-
ing a database of legitimate username/password credentials;
receiving, at the computer, a username/password submission from a source;
generating, at the computer, a correlated set of possible username/password credentials derived from said
username/password submission using said rule when said username/password submission does not match one of
said legitimate username/password credentials; and
comparing said correlated set of possible username/password credentials with said database of legitimate username/password credentials wherein a match between one of said possible username/password credentials and one of said legitimate username/password credentials is indicative of said username/password submission originating from said one of (i) said set of S fake username/password credentials and (ii) said set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials.

21. A method according to claim 14, wherein said rule is a substitution rule, and wherein each username and each password in said set of S fake username/password credentials is unique.

22. A method according to claim 14, wherein said rule is a substitution rule, and wherein each username and each password in said set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is unique.

23. A method of protecting username/password credentials, comprising the steps of:

providing a client computer with an internet web browser having at least one anti-phishing scheme operating therein, wherein each said scheme generates a client warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing website issues a username/password request, and wherein said client warning requires a selection of one of a first response that heeds said client warning and a second response that ignores said client warning; generating, at the client computer, a correlated set of S fake username/password credentials when said first response is selected, wherein 3 ≤ S ≤ 10 and wherein said correlated set of S fake username/password credentials is based on a rule;
generating, at the client computer, a correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials derived from a client-supplied username/password credential provided after said second response is selected, wherein said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is based on said rule;
randomly positioning said client-supplied username/password within said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials; and
transmitting from the client computer to the suspected phishing website one of (i) said correlated set of S fake username/password credentials, and (ii) said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials with said client-supplied username/password credential positioned therein.

24. A method according to claim 23, wherein said step of generating said S fake username/password credentials comprises the steps of:

creating a first of said S fake username/password credentials; and
creating a remainder of said S fake username/password credentials by sequential applications of said rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said first of said S fake username/password credential.

25. A method according to claim 23, wherein said step of generating said (S−1) fake username/password credentials includes sequential applications of said rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said client-supplied username/password credential.

26. A method according to claim 23, further comprising the steps of:

providing a computer with said rule, the computer maintaining a database of legitimate username/password credentials; receiving, at the computer, a username/password submission from a source;
generating, at the computer, a correlated set of possible username/password credentials derived from said username/password submission using said rule when said username/password submission does not match one of said legitimate username/password credentials; and comparing said correlated set of possible username/password credentials with said database of legitimate username/password credentials wherein a match between one of said possible username/password credentials and one of said legitimate username/password credentials is indicative of said username/password submission originating from said one of (i) said set of S fake username/password credentials and (ii) said set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials.

27. A method according to claim 23, wherein said rule is a substitution rule, and wherein each username and each password in said set of S fake username/password credentials is unique.

28. A method according to claim 23, wherein said rule is a substitution rule, and wherein each username and each password in said set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is unique.

29. A method of protecting username/password credentials, comprising the steps of:

providing a client computer with an internet web browser having at least one anti-phishing scheme operating therein, wherein each said scheme generates a client warning at the client computer when a suspected phishing website issues a username/password request, and wherein said client warning requires a selection of one of a first response that heeds said client warning and a second response that ignores said client warning; generating, at the client computer, a correlated set of S fake username/password credentials when said first response is selected, wherein 3 ≤ S ≤ 10 and wherein said correlated set of S fake username/password credentials is based on a rule;
generating, at the client computer, a correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials derived from a client-supplied username/password credential provided after said second response is selected, wherein said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is based on said rule;
randomly positioning said client-supplied username/password within said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials; and
transmitting from the client computer to the suspected phishing website one of (i) said correlated set of S fake username/password credentials, and (ii) said client-supplied username/password credential and said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials provided after said second response is selected, wherein said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is based on said rule;
transmitting from the client computer to the suspected phishing website one of (i) said correlated set of S fake username/password credentials, and (ii) said client-supplied username/password credential and said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials provided after said second response is selected, wherein said correlated set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is based on said rule; providing a website computer that maintains a database of legitimate username/password credentials; receiving, at the website computer, a username/password submission from a source;
generating, at the website computer, a correlated set of possible username/password credentials derived from said username/password submission using said rule when said username/password submission does not match one of said legitimate username/password credentials; and comparing, at the website computer, said correlated set of possible username/password credentials with said database of legitimate username/password credentials.
wherein a match between one of said possible username/password credentials and one of said legitimate username/password credentials is indicative of the source being a suspected phishing website.

30. A method according to claim 29, further comprising the step of randomly positioning said client-supplied username/password within said (S−1) fake username/password credentials prior to said step of transmitting.

31. A method according to claim 29, wherein (S−1)≥2.

32. A method according to claim 29, wherein S≤10.

33. A method according to claim 29, wherein said step of generating said S fake username/password credentials comprises the steps of:

creating a first of said S fake username/password credentials; and

creating a remainder of said S fake username/password credentials by sequential applications of said rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said first of said S fake username/password credentials.

34. A method according to claim 29, wherein said step of generating said (S−1) fake username/password credentials includes sequential applications of said rule wherein a first of said sequential applications uses said client-supplied username/password credential.

35. A method according to claim 29, wherein said rule is a substitution rule, and wherein each username and each password in said set of S fake username/password credentials is unique.

36. A method according to claim 29, wherein said rule is a substitution rule, and wherein each username and each password in said set of (S−1) fake username/password credentials is unique.